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Introduction
Riot Whores is the newest and perhaps most depraved addition to the Meatmembers lineup so far. A
dark and harsh look at reality the way these deviant divas see it. Experience their lives through their own
thorn laden rose colored sunglasses.

Adult Review
It is not often that The Tongue becomes so struck by a single scene on a site that it deserves its own mention in a review. Riot
Whores is a fantastic new site, and we will get to all of it... but the scene starring Isabelle Ice on this website has got to be one
of the nastiest ever filmed anywhere. If Riot Whores offered only that one video in their members area the site would still
warrant consideration for purchase with your hardcore smut dollars. She blazes on screen and her performance is one that has
got to be seen!
  
  Don't worry, Meatmembers doesn't only offer that great clip in their members area. They offer dozens of examples of the
kind of fetish footage that has made them the industry leader in adult perversion for nearly a decade. They also give you full
access to every other site on their network, many of which are linked on the right side of this page and have their own review
by The Tongue as well. This is the mother-load, hundreds if not thousands of hours of prime smut exclusively shot by these
twisted fucks and offered only to the members of their website.
  
  The lone drawback of this site membership is a simple one. If you are easily offended or if you want to see couples having
romantic vanilla sex� go somewhere else. This is a steaming pile of smut served up for only the real hardcore enthusiasts.
The guys who know the difference between making love and fucking understand that fucking often has nothing to do with
love.
  
  As with any Meatsite, the videos are there for you in dialup friendly or broadband enhanced formats. No DRM coding is
used so once you download a whore from these websites you own her forever. She just waits patiently on your hard drive for
you to pull her out of the pile for your pleasure again.
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  Seriously, these are the kinds of movies that you will re-watch so often that you might want to back up the files to hard copy
because if you ever lost them you would end up crying like the women in some of these clips. Sign up and start downloading
them today, your cock finally has a sandbox to call its own and it doesn't have to play nicely with others any more.

Porn Summary
The long awaited addition to the Meatmembers network does not disappoint their long time fans and will welcome in a whole
new crowd of denizens. Pick up your torch and your pitch-fork; the riot whores are building a mob worth joining.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Twisted sex has more to do with the mind than the body. Riot Whores proves that daily.'
Quality: 95  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 98 Interface: 87
Support: 88 Unique: 96    Taste: 90        Final: 91
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Cum Filled Mouths (83) ,Top Notch Bitches (83) ,Blowjob Quickies (83) ,Gagging Whores (83) ,Meat Holes (82) ,Drool My
Load (82) ,Black Addiction (80) ,Cock Brutality (79) ,Ass 2 Mouth Sluts (78) ,Black Attack Gangbang (78) ,Altered Assholes
(72) ,Banzai Sluts (71) ,Pervert Paradise (Preview) 

Porn Niches
BDSM, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore, PornStars, Spitting, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 18
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